WASHINGTON MASONIC NATION
THE BLUEPRINTS AND SYMBOLS OF LUCIFER’S PLAN FOR AMERICA
SOME CALCULATIONS
481 ft radius x 2
= 962 ft diameter
The Washington Masonic Memorial complex layout is incorporated with a park. From a top view it can
be seen as following the approximated layout of the Great Pyramid. Why the Great Pyramid is often
used by the Luciferians on one level of application is that it is a holy ‘Altar of YHVH’ as depicted and
inference in Isaiah 19:19. The dark minions seek to defile and replicate this design for their purposes
and have encrypted this design, mathematics and sacred geometry to space and time. This sacred
dimension spans also Biblical prophecy as the Great Pyramid blueprint is the universal and divine
template of human history.

962 ft diameter x Pi (3.14…)
= 3022 ft Circumference

6°

Moon radius = 1080 miles
Earth radius = 3960 miles
TOTAL

5040

5040 miles = feet then

GREAT PYRAMID
Sept18, 1783 to Nov 1, 1923
= 51,177 days
or 140 years, 1 month, 14 days
This was

MOON

7 years from 1776.

Nov1, 1923 to Sept 13, 2015 including end date

=

33,555 days

962 ft
Diameter

or 91 years, 10 months, 13 days
9110 = 911
The last day for the Stock Market rally will be on Sep 11, 2015
a

481ft
Radius

9-11.

3024 ft
square based

It is well researched that the Great
Pyramid encapsulates the dimensions of
the Earth and the Moon’s radiuses,
diameters and circumferences. If
the number 5,040 is subtracted
by the actual perimeter of the
Great Pyramid at 3,024 ft
(square based) then the
remainder is

2016

From
Base of Great Pyramid
to include Cap Stone

5776

=
inches
481 feet

The Washington Masonic Memorial building cornerstone was laid
with the same trowel that Washington used to lay the cornerstone of the Capitol Building of Congress 7 years after 1776. The
Masonic Memorial is only 148 ft shorter than the height of the
Great Pyramid. If one takes the ratio and proportion of their
mathematical value and equates them to years one can use the
proportion to ascertain the secret codes of Lucifer’s mathematics
at play.
481ft = 5776 inches
481 - 333 = 148 difference
481 = 333
5776
x
481x = 1923408 (the year 1923 was when the Memorial was
started)

2016.

x = 3998.76 or 3999 rounded off
5776 - 3999 = 1777 (a 1 year anniversary from 1776)

EARTH

3022 ft
Circumference

481ft
Inverted elevation as the Memorial is higher than the pyramidion
of the ground layout yet both pinnacles denote a 5776 code.
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What the Luciferians have used this template for also
is to mark the rise and fall of their “Phoenix’ world
empires that the USA is currently. Its beginning and
end is enveloped with this blueprint of 1776 as it start
and 5776 perhaps its end. If this is what the template
is suggesting as seen in various Masonic Temples in
sacred ley-lines, then the USA is about to be thrust
into chaos to that the New Order of the Phoenix is to
rise from its burned ashes.

1776 yards
52.54 arcseconds
angle of Great Pyramid
.88 nautili miles
1.01 miles

333ft

